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Gamlestaden, Gothenburg – enhancing residents’ value and 

use of local green areas

City Centre



Process



Aim: 
To develop ideas for the development of the “green lungs” of 

Gamlestaden. To develop realistic visions for the use of Bunkeberget, the 

park on the hill. To continue the work of renewing Gamlestaden, which 

enables residents to participate and exercise influence.

Goals: 
Yes! A very productive workshop with residents in April provides the basis 

for the development of the site Bunkeberget.



Bunkeberget



Park Holländareplatsen
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People and Partnerships
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Engagement:

• Holländareplatsen: strategy 

meeting with housing company 

Poseidon, Parks and Landscape, 

and Gamlestaden Property Owners 

Partnership 

• Process take place autumn 2013



Engagement:

• Bunkeberget: Workshop with residents 

on 23 April 2013



Paradigms and Policy



Policy:
Holländareplatsen

• Detailed planning approval for new residential unit.

• Building process starts September 2013

• Compensation measures in park – residents’

involvement. 

Bunkeberget

• Land owned by SKF ball bearing multinational 

company with home site in Gamlestaden. 

Maintained by Park and Landscape local authority

Context in Gamlestaden

• Many planning applications across borough.



Finance



Finance:



Practice



On-the-ground progress: Many improvements in maintenance since year 
2000. No investments made on the ground yet in SEEDS process. 

Practice:

Pilot development: Challenges: local residents’ wishes vs realism and 

finance, (Will local residents’ recognize their ideas on-the-ground?) long term 

maintenance, risk for vandalisation



Lessons: Excellent method to invite particularly interested, creative, active 
residents for workshop. Will use the same group again.

Practice:



Communication



What steps have you taken to publicise your pilot? 



Has your project encouraged a general discussion among 
colleagues, or the public?  Has it activated a public debate in the 
media or discussion fora? What was the content? 

The property owners’ partnership driven development process in 
Gamlestaden has been going on for 12 years, and is by now fairly
well known. Our ambition is to further establish “the Gamlestaden 
model” for local development – of which the SEEDS project is a part 
– when areas nearby will be developed.



How have you involved your SEEDS partners?

Anne from the University of Copenhagen participated in workshop

What support, help or information do you need from your SEEDS 
partners? Self explanatory, but think about the pilots you have been paired with.



Lessons Learnt:

Challenge: carry visions and achievements through the change of key 

staff

Evaluation:

Reference group will be formed in autumn 2013

Hopefully residents general survey in spring 2014



The Next Claim



What Happens Next:

Holländareplatsen: residents’ involvement process, planning, 

progress on-the-ground

Bunkeberget: planning autumn 2013

Reference group formed of representatives from various divisions

within the public sector, local businesses and politics will evaluate 

the proposals of both these processes and aid formulating a more

long-term strategic vision for the whole borough of Gamlestaden.


